
Duration Concept/ Unit Key Understanding Materials/Resources Assessment Stem 
Used

wks1-2 Introduction and Wunderfall Art
introduction of artroom procedure to ensure a safe and positive 

atmosphere for expressing creativity and learning.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

writing and drawing utensils, draft paper and 

art paper,  list of procedures and rules, poster 

boards.

L = What are basic procedures?                                          M= 

Why is it important to follow the procedures?           H= 

Create a persuasive poster highlighting a specific artroom 

rule or procedure.

wk 3-4 Drawing

Artists will demonstrate knowledge of media processes and skills 

through the production of pencil drawing creating artwork.                                                        

Continuous tone, Graduated tone (smooth tone without streaks), 

Define edge with line, Define edge with contrast 

media on drawing, ebony pencils, drawing 

paper, viewfinders

L= Match the various types of drawing and shading to the 

example of each.    or Cpmpare contour drawing to other 

forms of drawing.                                                         M= Produce  

a pencil drawing with strong lines, balanced shading, and 

definate contrast.                       H= Create an art analysis of 

your artwork

wk 5-6 Art Foundations: Elements and Principles Artists will demonstrate knowledge of elements and principles.                                                                                     
Books, colorwheels, watercolors, markers, 

sulphite paper.

L= Name one element of art.                                               M= 

Explain the differences in types of lines.                  H= 

Compare and contrast two paintings using the elements and 

principles of art.

wk 7-8 Charcoal Drawing
Artist will learn value control with 2 different charcoal typs: light 

and dark values with a new media.  This is a continuation of 

drawing skills from week 3-4.

charcoal, ebony pencils, erasers, and   

Sulphite drawing paper

L= What is value?                                                                   M= 

Draw and shade a value scale.                                      H= Create 

a drawing using various value.

wk 9 Pastel and Color
Apply values with a different media; basic color blends; setting 

pastels with water

chalk pastels, pastel paper, sulphite drawing 

paper, tissues, spray fixative, water.

L= what is chalk pastel?                                                        M= 

What is the difference between charcoal and chalk pastel?                                                                        

H=  Create a pastel drawing using color to create a specific 

mood.

wk 10 Pastel and Color (cont)
Apply values with a different media; basic color blends; setting 

pastels with water

chalk pastels, pastel paper, sulphite drawing 

paper, tissues, spray fixative, water.

L= what is chalk pastel?                                                        M= 

What is the difference between charcoal and chalk pastel?                                                                        

H=  Create a pastel drawing using color to create a specific 

mood.

wk 11-13 Grid Drawing
Precise drawing with grid enlargement; creating a drawing with 

surreal principles.

ebony pencils, sulphite drawing paper, 

cameras to take pictures, view finders, 

drawing boards.

L= What is a grid drawing?                                                  H= 

wk 14- 17 Painting; Color Study
How we see color; differences between light and pigment; color 

classifications, mixtures, and applications

watercolor paints, brushes, watercolor paper, 

mimeo presentation, Youtube on how we see 

color.

L= Name the primary colors.                                                M= 

What is the difference between a tint and a hue?     H= 

Explain how light causes us to see specific colors.

wk 18-20 Water Color Painting
learn some basic techniques in handling a free flowing runny, 

transparent medium

watercolors, brushes, watercolor paper, 

paper towels, water bins

L= Are watercolors transparent or opaque?                     M= 

Experiment with watercolors to achieve various affects.                                                                                      

H= Create a painting showing contrast between fluid 

watercolors and dry brush technique.
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wk 21-23 Lettering, Calligraphy, and Poster Design

learning the tools of communication arts: word, symbol, 

presentation, color impact, and application of advertising 

principles.  (inc CSW)

calligrahy paper, pens, ink, brushes, tag 

board, 

L= name some common symbols in the community.        M= 

connect some color combinations with businesses in the 

community.                                             H= compose a poem in 

calligraphy.

wk 24-26 Drawing People
Artist will use the tools they have learned in previous drawing 

and pastel sessions to apply to drawing people.  

cameras, sketchbooks, draft paper, drawing 

tools, sulphite paper

L= crop a photograph to show a balanced composition of one 

of your peers.                                      M= Experiment with 

various lines to create and show different emotions/moods.                                                  

H= compose a portrait of oneself from an unordinary 

perspective.

wk 27-28 Collage
positive and negative shapes become an overlapped, repititious 

arrangement in a  mixed media pattern design.

 card stock, tisue, various papers, magazines, 

newpapers, adhesives, tagboard as base.

L= Distinguish between positive and negative space.   M= 

Construct an interesting collage using pattern, rthym and 

balance.                                                                H= Compose a 

mixed media collage expressing a social issue.

wk 29 - 30 Perspective
Understanding the concept of receding shapes to suggest 

distance; vocabulary; practices.

cameras to capture some unique 

perspectives,  sulphite paper, drawing tools.  

Video on perspective drawing.

L= differentiate between horizon line and vanishing point.                                                                                        

M= Draw three cubes; one below the horizon line, one one 

the horizon line, and one above the horizon line.                                                                                           

H = Create a 2 point perspective city view.

wk 31 - 33 Sculpture

Sculpture in the round; learning to visualize shape continuance 

from side to side; vocabulary; various sculpture studies; direct, 

free form carving.

Trip to LMFA sculpture garden

L= match the name of a sculpture to an image of the 

sculpture.                                                                                 M= 

Compareand contrast two famous sculptures.           H= design 

wk 34 -35 Graphics Creating cardboard blocks designed in level; printing.

L= name some common symbols in the community.        M= 

connect some color combinations with businesses in the 

community.                                             H= collaborate to create 

a new product with a 3-D package and a 2-D print add.

wk 36 Final Exam

4th 9 Weeks  


